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Dear Dr. Belizan,

MS: 1506486759037325
The Sexual Quality of Life-Female (SQOL-F) Questionnaire: translation and psychometric properties of the Iranian version

Thank you for your kind e-mail. We found your concerns very relevant and thus the manuscript was revised accordingly. Please find the following point-by-point responses as requested:

Editorial concern
You satisfactorily replied the reviewers’ comments and your manuscript is almost ready to be accepted. I wonder if you would accept two minor changes.

First, you are including Discussion, Limitations and Conclusion sections. I wonder if you can put all together as Discussion section to follow the format of the Journal.

Done.

Second, in the second sentence of the first paragraph of the Discussion section you wrote this: “This study reports for the first time the psychometric properties of the Sexual Quality of Life-Female ….” We are promoting not to put statements like “the first time” without given literature support for such statements like a review showing this lack of previous studies. If you agree you can solve this issue deleting “the first time”.

Yes, we agree and the sentence was changed as recommended:
This study reported the psychometric properties of the Sexual Quality of Life-Female among a women population in Iran.

I am very grateful to you and hope you find the revisions satisfactory.
I wish you all the best.
Kind regards
Ali Montazeri